Permission to Photograph Collections

Collections to be photographed:

Disclaimer:

Virginia State University allows for researchers to photograph materials from our collections for personal research and reference use only. Permission to photograph is not permission to publish, exhibit, or share the resultant images. Separate permissions to publish or exhibit – and higher-quality images - must be sought from Virginia State University, and in some cases, other copyright holders. It is the responsibility of the researcher to obtain these permissions and clear copyright.

Repository Procedures:

Cameras must have the sound and flash turned off.

Do not stand on tables, chairs, or other furniture

Do not take pictures of staff, the reading room, or other patrons.

Photographs must include a credit line paper, to be supplied by reading room staff.

Do not bend, fold, press on, or otherwise manipulate materials for a better image. Do not remove fasteners or remove items from mats or sleeves.

Materials should be kept in their respective folders and in their original order.

Materials must remain flat on the table while photographing them. Do not hold materials in the air to photograph.

When in doubt, ask a staff member for assistance!
Regulations for Licenses/Permissions to Photograph Materials

Only original reproductions supplied by Virginia State University Special Collections and Archives may be used for publication or exhibition. Use of materials held in VSUSCA copied from other sources is prohibited. Separate permissions must be sought.

The license to reproduce may not be transferred to a third party, nor may any photographic materials, its derivatives or digital files by transferred to any other user.

Please Note Copyright Restrictions May Apply
Under the copyright law of the United States (Title 17, U.S. Code):
“Libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or reproduction if it is not to be ‘used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research.’ If a user makes a request for, or later uses a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of ‘fair use,’ that user may be liable for copyright infringement.”

Copyright law protects unpublished as well as published materials. If you wish to use either published or unpublished materials from our collections in a publication or exhibit, you must determine whether the work has passed into the public domain and is no longer under copyright protection or find the copyright holders and get permission to use the material. For help with this matter, please visit WATCH: Writers and Their Copyright Holders database at the University of Austin, Texas: http://tyler.hrc.utexas.edu/.

Virginia State University Special Collections and Archives assumes no responsibility for resolving questions of copyright. Virginia State University does not provide copyright research services and assumes no responsibility for resolving questions of copyright.

Virginia State University Special Collections and University Archives reserves the right to refuse a photography request if they judge it to involve a violation of copyright law.

Failure to abide by and adhere to the above rules and regulations will result in loss of photography privileges and may result in the patron being asked to leave the reading room.

I have read the above and agree to the terms and conditions

I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Virginia State University its agents and employees against all claims, demands, costs and expenses incurred by copyright infringement or any other legal or regulatory cause of action arising from the use of these photographs.

___________________________________________________________
Signature

________________________________
Date